Year 3
Autumn 1 Newsletter
I Want My Mummy!
(Exploring Ancient Egypt)

In this booklet you will find information on some of the things your child
will be covering in class. You will also find a few ideas of how you can help
your child at home.
We value your support in working with us and hope that you will find this
information useful.

Year 3 Term 1

ENGLISH


Reading traditional stories including Cinderella and comparing different
versions.




Writing our own traditional tales focusing on setting description and
developing characters.



Learning about the features of information texts and creating an
information booklet about Ancient Egypt.

MATHEMATICS



Comparing and ordering numbers to 1000 and reading and writing them in numerals and
words.



Adding and subtracting 1 digit and 2 digit numbers mentally.



Adding and subtracting bigger numbers using written methods.



Estimating the answer to calculations and using the inverse operation to check answers.



Recalling multiplication and division facts for 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables.



Learning written methods for division and multiplication.



Solving problems using all four operations.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD


Investigating Ancient Egyptian artefacts.



Looking in depth at the pyramids and Pharaohs.



Understanding Egyptians beliefs about life and death.



Looking at timelines, locating different countries on a map and describing physical
features of Egypt and the UK.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT


Taking part in class discussions around new beginnings and setting new goals.



Learning about special signs and symbols in religion and discussion why they are
important.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Develop control and confidence while learning about a variety of invasion games




Know and understand the terms 'bouncing' and 'travelling', 'dribble'



Know the importance of making a game as safe as possible



Enjoy communicating, collaborating and competing with each other

*Please make sure your child brings their PE kit on PE days (Mondays and Wednesdays)

EXPRESSIVE ART AND DESIGN


Learning different sketching techniques.



Designing a canopic jar.



Learning how to sculpt a canopic jar from clay.



Evaluating a prototype and improving method and design.

HOME LINKS



Support your child with weekly homework, practising multiplication facts and spellings.



Ensure your child accesses Bug Club for reading / Mathletics for maths x3 per week as
part of homework.



Listen to your child read books from their class library.



There are numerous study guides available for the KS2 2016 Curriculum available at all
good book shops and bbc.co.uk/bitesize KS2 covers the themes in Maths and English
that the children have been learning about this year.

